
                 
What is   
Icebreaker:  Do you like boating?  If so, where and what type of boating do you 
enjoy? 
 
Main Passage: Nehemiah 13 
 
Big Idea: You can build walls, but only God can change hearts. 
 
To anchor Kingdom Culture, Nehemiah focuses on three key areas: 
Culture: leaders must anchor the culture. 
Norms of behavior:  common or pervasive ways of acting that are found in a 
group and that persist because group members tend to behave in ways that 
teach these practices to new members, rewarding those who fit in and 
sanctioning those who do not.   
Shared values:   important concerns and goals shared by most of the people in a 
group that tend to shape group behavior and that often persist over time even 
when group membership changes. 
 
Point 1.  Prioritize His House 
Heb. 10:25 

• What has caused the church in some areas to lose courage and boldness 
during this pandemic season according to P. Robbie? 

• What can we do or what should we do to gain strength? 
 
Point 2. Practice His Rhythms 

• How does Nehemiah confront the people?  What two areas does he 
address and why? 

• Would you say that you regularly practice the Sabbath?  Why or why not? 
• What happens when we practice the rhythms of God in our life?   

 
Point 3.  Protect your Relationships 

• What does this passage explain about why Israel was to exclude those of 
foreign descent? 

• Who was allowed a room in the courts of the house of the Lord?  Why did 
this displease Nehemiah?  How did he react? 

Principle of this statement:  We need to have a constant analysis of the most 
influential voices in our lives. 

• What are you listening to (news, media, podcast, etc.) and how would you 
describe its influence on your life? 

• Can you name those around you that are the most influential and why? 
 
Application: 
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION is a short-term win… the goal is HEART 
TRANSFORMATION. 


